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‘s From the President 

Number 34, Spring/Summer 1997 Dear Friends, 

The Messenger Magazine is What an exciting time the board of the Friends had giving away money! It was a pleasure to 
published by the Friends of the help thirteen separate programs of our library system with important small projects. Because of 
University of Wisconsin-Madison a ae . 
Libeaiies or ts members. For the grand success of our book sales and the increased membership in the Friends, the board 
information about joining the found it possible to allocate almost $12,000 for projects that the present budget of the libraries 
Friends or giving Friends could not afford. How wonderful! And you helped the Friends achieve this goal. 
memberships as gifts, contact the ty is e 
Faaeat Now I know none of you will want to miss our annual banquet on Wednesday, April 23. So 
Friends of the mark your calendars now, and as soon as you receive your reservation card, fill it out and send it 
LN ome ee in. This year both the lecture and the dinner will be held at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St. 

lemorial Library . . . . : re 
a5 peer 0 It is going to be a splendid occasion. Our speaker will be Nancy Willard, the well-known 

Madison, WI 53706 poet, novelist, artist, and lecturer at Vassar College. The enticing title of her talk is “Books, 
oe Cee ; Voices, and Poems.” The lecture will focus on research done in Madison libraries on the history 
-Mail: trlends@doit.wisc.edu . ee . . : : * : 

oe of her family. This issue of The Messenger contains an interview with Ms. Willard, along with an 

Por Cero ors article written by her about libraries, librarians, and believing in angels 
ellsworth snyder, President; Trudy ae By, 7 is s 8 So 

Barash, Vice-President; John Finally, it is imperative that all our donors understand how grateful we are to them, and how 
Toussaint, Secretary/Treasurer; important they are to the success of the Friends of the UW-Madison Libraries. It is the many 
Page Ge onder Lont layman thoughtful and generous gifts we receive that help us realize the future of the libraries is in Frank R. Horlbeck, Christopher UE Ee penctesien p 
Kleinhenz, Anne Lambert, Mary capable hands. 
Lydon, Jerry A. Minnich, Ann S. 
Nelson, Paula M. Panczenko, ane ll 
Henryka Schutta, John A. Tedeschi Warm greeungs to you aly 

Ex officio/non-voting members 

Kenneth L. Frazier, Deborah hgh AY, 
Reilly, Robin Rider, William G. 
Reeder 

Associate Development ellsworth snyder 

Specialist: John Tortorice 

Editor: Don Johnson 

Phone: (608) 262-0076 
E-mail: donjohn@doit.wisc.edu 

Graphic Design: 

eens 5 About the cover 

: This famous etching of William Shakespeare is taken from the Second Folio of his 
works (1632), a gift to the UW-Madison libraries from Ann Nelson of Madison. 

Overprinted on the image is a poem attributed to Ben Jonson, which was written 
specifically for the First Folio and reprinted in the Second Folio. Nelson made the 

gift in memory of her late husband, Professor Harold “Bud” Nelson, and to commemorate the 
retirement of Curator Emeritus John Tedeschi from the Department of Special Collections. 
Professor Nelson was director of the UW-Madison School of Journalism and Mass Communica- 
tion from 1966 to 1975 and was a member of its faculty for 26 years. (Photo by Greg Anderson)



| 

Cover story: The Trust of a friend 8 
Ann S. Nelson has given the UW-Madison libraries Shakespeare’s 
Second Folio, published in 1632. Barely 1000 copies were printed of an 

ie edition that has been the subject of intense study. 

UW needs to invest in information content 2 
A guest editorial from the Wisconsin State Journal by General Library 

§ System Director Ken Frazier proposes balancing investments in 
technological infrastructure with acquisition of knowledge resources. 

Libraries acquire scholarly Jewish Studies collections 3 
Three significant Yiddish and Hebrew collections have been purchased 

He by the libraries. The acquisitions were made possible by donors to the 
UW-Madison Center for Jewish Studies. 

Writer’s Page: Nancy Willard 4 
The Messenger Magazine introduces a new feature called the Writer’s 

ss Page. The first contributor is Newbery Award-winning author Nancy 
Willard. 

eo Friends annual lecture, April 23 5 
| id Author Nancy Willard gives the Friends annual lecture, which com- 

> memorates the organization’s fiftieth year, and Friends member Trudy | 
Barash interviews her about the process of writing. 

{ One-to-one 10 
je oo | Many campus libraries will benefit from a new Friends grant program 
its that provides support for small projects that help fill a “margin of 

‘ excellence.” | 

190 Silver Buckle Press offers Exquisite Horse 13 | 
. The Silver Buckle Press, part of the General Library System, has 

coordinated the efforts of thirty-two artists nationwide in an elaborate 
exquisite corpse project. 

Honor roll of givers 14 
Nearly 650 people, corporations, and foundations gave money, 
materials, and time to the libraries last year.



“_. Wisconsin will have to balance the 
investment we are making in technological 
infrastructure with an investment in 
knowledge resources.” 

UW needs to invest in information content, 

_ not just information technology 

bso keonenn is building a high-tech electronic Such valuable information resources cost 
infrastructure for education, but neglect- money. Based on my discussions with other 

ing the information content that would make it Big Ten university library directors, I believe 

| really useful to students and teachers. That is that the UW will be the only state university in 
| like building a pipeline with nothing valuable _ the region that is not investing new funding in 

| to putin it. statewide educational licenses for electronic 
| In February, the governor announced a information. Ohio already has a truly excellent 

biennial budget plan, which included funding _ library resource-sharing system that includes 
for learning technology and distance educa- electronic access for both public and private 
tion, but omitted the proposal by the UW universities. Illinois and Minnesota are not far 
Regents to increase funding for libraries to behind. Minnesota's library initiative will also 
purchase, license, and deliver information, provide access to electronic library collections 

especially information in electronic formats. for elementary and secondary schools. 
| As things now stand, the biennial budget Whether we approve of the idea or not, an 

does not even allow UW campuses the flexibil- _ increasing share of the knowledge and infor- 
ity to balance spending on technology with mation our society needs will soon be available 
some spending for information content. only from commercial electronic sources. We 

Faced with four consecutive years of flat also know from experience that when Wiscon- 
budgets and soaring costs, the UW libraries sin libraries cooperate in negotiating statewide 
have no choice but to make deep cuts in the licenses, the cost-per-student is a fraction of 
information resources that serve the entire the cost when purchased by individual schools. 

state. abe Regents’ request for library funding 
For reasons unclear to me, a surprising would have maintained the availability of 

number of people believe that all the informa- _ research information in the state, expanded 
tion anyone needs is “free” on the Internet. In licensed access for all UW students, and 

fact, high-value information is seldom free. promoted resource-sharing among all Wiscon- 
Scientific, technical, and medical information sin colleges and schools. 
is extremely expensive and becoming more so, Information is as valuable to Wisconsin at 
whether it is in paper or electronic format. the end of this century as natural resources 

If Wisconsin students are forced to rely were at the beginning. Both the university and 
entirely on the free public Internet for informa- _ the state economy run on information. We can 
tion, they will have better access to electronic lower the financial burden of acquiring 
gambling and pornography than they do to information by sharing the costs among state 
first-rate educational and research information. and private institutions, but we cannot share 
Instead, students should have access to quality | what we do not have. 

Guesteditorial electronic “publications” of all types, including Sooner or later, Wisconsin will have to 
reprinted courtesy encyclopedia and reference materials, hun- balance the investment we are making in 
of the Wisconsin State dreds—soon to be thousands—of electronic technological infrastructure with an invest- 
Journal, journals and newspapers, as well as in-depth ment in knowledge resources. 
April 1997 | business, scientific, and health information. ass 

heen ry ——~ 

Ken Frazier, Director 

UW-Madison General Library System



Libraries acquire scholarly collections for Jewish Studies et 

R ecent gifts have supported the acquisition Wolff credits a speech by Emeritus 
of three important scholarly collections. Professor George Mosse at a class reunion as 

m Yiddish literature: Paul Martin Wolff, Rhea ® otivation for the gift. eae 
: Professor Mosse is a wonderful, dynamic 

Schwartz, and Dr. Stuart and Toni Holden s j 
: : : teacher. This allows us to do something for | 

The libraries have acquired the . ; ; " 
a . eee Jewish Studies, for the libraries, and to do 

Comprehensive Collection of Yiddish i ; mage 
i ; something for the preservation of Yiddish 

Literature, approximately 1,000 volumes from f es FONE 
Y . : literature,” he says. It also commemorates, in Cover of Night and 

the extensive duplicate holdings of the spl : : Day (1961) b 
National Yiddish Book Center. The volumes ee eee oy o 
; ‘ as : Holden that began at the UW-Madison. Abraham Moshe 
include reference works, essential texts in Fuchs, one of the 

history, biography, ethnography, social theory _ ™ Hebrew and Yiddish collections: items in the new 
and other nonfiction areas, together with Kaplan Family Foundation collection of Yiddish 
literary anthologies and major works of With a gift from the Rita J. and Stanley H. literature given by ; 

Yiddish prose, poetry, drama, and literary Kaplan Family Foundation, New York City, the Paul Martin Wolff, his 

criticism. libraries have purchased the full Hebrew and wife, Rhea Schwartz, 
Acquisition of the Yiddish literature Yiddish collections of Harvard College Library. and Dr. Stuart and 

i = . . i : Toni Holden. The 
collection was made possible by gifts from Reproduced on microfiche, the collections offer | SaldneNAEIESOld 
Paul Martin Wolff (‘63) and his wife, Rhea more than 11,000 texts, including both | Wolpwhichas 
Schwartz, and Dr. Stuart (‘64) and Toni rabbinical and secular works. The Hebrew considered A 

Holden. collection, one of the most comprehensive narrative masterpiece. 
“These collections will be of great benefit to collections of Judaica in the world, 

our students and faculty as well as to visiting encompasses works from ancient, medieval, 

scholars, “ says David Sorkin, Frances and and modern times. The Yiddish collection 
Laurence Weinstein Professor of Jewish includes many previously inaccessible works 
Studies and director of the Center for Jewish with primary research value. 

Studies. “On-campus access to these Rita Kaplan earned her bachelor of arts These gifts mark a 
collections significantly increases the Center’s degree from the University of Wisconsin’s new donor recogni- 
scholarly resources and contributes to the College of Letters and Science in 1948. Her | tion program in the 
strength and importance of our developing husband was founder and chair of Stanley H. | UW-Madison 
program.” Kaplan Educational Center Ltd. The Kaplan libraries. Gifts can 

The Center for Jewish Studies was founded _ Foundation, incorporated in 1984, provides now be linked to 
in 1991 to enhance the curriculum and to support for the arts, Jewish causes, and records in the 
expand the university’s program in this field. health care projects such as the Kaplan computer catalog. 
The Department of Hebrew and Semitic Comprehensive Cancer Center at New York UW-Madison 
Studies was established in 1955 as the first University Hospital. | library users from 
department of its kind at a public university in The Kaplan Foundation gift to the Center around the world 
the United States. It provides a foundation for _ for Jewish Studies was made in honor of will soon be able to 
the Center and its interdisciplinary program, several family members, including Rita search by donor 
which offers students the opportunity to Kaplan, Susan Beth Kaplan, Rosalie Kaplan name and find a 

explore many different aspects of Jewish Sporn, Leslie Sporn Symonds, and Eugene virtual reading room 
culture and history. Sporn, all alumni of the UW-Madison. of materials. 

Both Wolff and Schwartz are attorneys in 
Washington, D.C. Holden is a doctor in 
Beverly Hills, Calif., and his wife, Toni, is an 

independent film producer in Hollywood.



The Writer's Page is a new feature in the magazine. 

| Flight lessons 

| vy I was a child, I believed there The plump librarian looked distressed but 
€ were two kinds of people in the world, not defeated. 
Bs those who believed in tables and those who “Tt is not possible for you to fly like a bird,” 

+ Luck, a believed in angel: h d i ; gels. she answered. 
virtuous life, or In our public library I met representatives I thanked her and returned to the library on 
both had some- of both. There was the plump lady, who Tuesday. I told the thin librarian I wanted a 

thing to do with | worked on Mondays, Wednesdays, and book on flying but I did not want a book on 
one’s ability to | Fridays, and who gave me books on dinosaurs airplanes. She looked hurt that I should think 

fly ” and Abraham Lincoln. The covers of the books her capable of so gross a gesture, and after a 

: | she chose bore the label, “This is a Read-It- moment's thought she plucked a small book 
| Yourself Book.” That meant I knew all the from the shelving truck. It had only two 

words and did not have to ask my mother pictures, neither of them in color. It was the 

what, for example, a hippodrome was. Then story of Icarus. 

there was the thin lady, who worked on I read the story very carefully. I paid special 
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays and gave _ attention to the construction of the wings, but 
me books about talking animals and giants the drawings were not detailed enough to be 
and countries at the back of the north wind. useful. I needed a working plan with measure- 
The books she recommended had more words —_ ments. And where on earth could I find so 
I didn’t know than words I did, but I felt rather many feathers? 
privileged carrying them home, as if I’d just I checked out the book, however, and as the 
checked out the Rosetta stone. thin librarian was stamping my card I said, 

I do not remember what books I was “Have you any books that will teach me to 
carrying the afternoon I walked home from the _ fly?” 
library and saw, high in the clear October sky, She considered my question very seriously. 
a flock of geese winging south over the city. It “You want a book on magic,” she answered. 

was their plaintive cry that made me turn, “Have you books on magic?” I asked. 

startled at the wild sound over the hum of She pointed to a section at the back of the 
traffic. Thanks to the plump librarian’s selec- room. 
tion of books on the migration of birds, I knew “We have plenty of books on how to do 
how long a journey lay before them. I also magic tricks. However, there is a great differ- 
knew I would never be happy until I too ence between mere sleight-of-hand and real 
learned to fly as they did. magic.” 

Monday afternoon I went to the library and And she waved her hand at the whole 
asked the plump librarian for a book on flying. _ section, as if conjuring it to disappear, and led 

Selected for f She nodded agreeably. She prided herself on me over to a cupboard. In the cupboard behind 
essences vagazine | filling all requests, be they ever so peculiar. She windowed doors, which were not locked but 
by the author and é . : : 
reputed wither gave mea handsomely illustrated book onthe looked as if they might be, stood the fairy tales. 
permission, | Wright brothers. Leafing through it, could see Here I discovered stories of wizards, witches, 
From Angel in the at once that it did not speak to my condition, shamans, soldiers, fools, and saints who flew 
Parlor, © Harcourt so I handed it back and said, “Have you any by means of every imaginable conveyance, 

Brace Jovanovich, | books on how I can make my own wings including carpets, trunks, horses, ships, and 

1983. and fly like a bird?” even bathtubs. It showed me that luck, a 
virtuous life, or both had something to do with 
one’s ability to fly. As I was born under a 
mischievous star, | would have to count on 

luck; virtue would get me nowhere. 

Nancy Willard



Willard to give annual lecture April 23 

Ys ea Nancy Willard, a lecturer in English at Vassar College, will give the keynote address 
\. for the Friends annual meeting. Her public lecture will be at 5:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 23, 

in the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St. Willard is the author of more than 30 books of poetry and : 
fiction for adults and children. Her most recent book is Swimming Lessons: New and Selected Poems. : | F 

In her lecture, titled “Books, Voices, and Poems,” Willard plans to focus on research done in . f 

Madison for a forthcoming book, Cracked Corn and Snow Ice Cream: A Family Almanac. The lecture . 

will be followed by the annual dinner at 7:15 p.m. 5 

Willard is the author of A Visit to William Blake’s Inn, which was awarded the Newbery Medal. | 4 
Equally at home writing poems, novels, short stories and essays, she explains that “each book : 2 
chooses its own form, and I try to follow its lead. They all come from the same well, a metaphor I 

do not take lightly.” 
She says her overriding impulse is to celebrate the ordinary. One reviewer has said she creates 

pictures of daily life “so precisely observed that afterimages often linger in the reader’s mind.” 
Willard has been published in O. Henry Award and Pushcart Press anthologies. Nancy Willard’s 

A New York Times book review notes that Swimming Lessons “reveals a poet whose gifts have lecture marks the 
remained constant throughout her career . . . Her imagery is both elemental and ethereal . . . Her fiftieth year of the 
overriding impulse is to celebrate the ordinary: a puffball, her son’s wooden alphabet, even the Friends of the UW- 
hardware store.” Madison Libraries, 

She is a winner of the Devins Memorial Award in poetry and has had NEA grants in both one of the oldest 
fiction and poetry. Her newest books for children are The Good Night Blessing Book (September academic library 
1996, Scholastic) and The Magic Cornfield (April 1997, Harcourt). friends organizations 

Willard grew up in Ann Arbor, Mich., and was educated at the University of Michigan and in the country. 

Stanford University. 

For more information 

The following isa Beauty and the beast The marzipan moon Angel in the parlor: 5 stories Things invisible to see 

selection of books by een Brace Jovanovich, Hecour Brace Jovanovich, oe 8 ees as Random House, 1984. 

Nancy Willard that ; 3 fea ean Uncle Terrible: more 

are held by the East of the sun and west of the — The mountains of quilt 3 adventures of Anatole 
UW-Madi librari moon: a play Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, A Nancy Willard reader: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 

aye TORIES: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1987. selected poetry and prose. 1982. 
For a complete list, 1989. i University Press of New ae ey re 

MadCat/th Night story England, 1991 A visit to William Blake's inn: 
Se The good night blessing book Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 8 i ; poems for innocent and 
computer catalog, at: Blue Sky Press /Scholastic, 1986. Sister water experienced travelers 
http:// 1996. The nighteown of the sullen Random House, 1993. foe Brace Jovanovich, 

www.library.wisc.edu/ Gutenberg’s gift moon Skin of grace : 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, | Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, —_ University of Columbia The voyage of the Ludgate 

19 masks for the naked poet 1995. 1983. Press, 1967. Hill: travels with Robert 

Piareourlyiae: Jeyan owen The high rise glorious skittle Pish, posh, said Hieronymus Swimming lessons: new and Louis Steven a 
1984. eee ae 5 % Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 

skat roarious sky pie angel Bosch selected poems 1987 
Among angels by Nancy food cake Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Alfred A. Knopf, 1996. = 
Willard and Jane Yolen Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1991. Tene ne are Water walker 
Harcourt Brace & Co., 1995. 1990. ais SES ne anes Knopf, 1989. 

Sailing to Cythera, and other ancestors, and stories 

The Ballad of Biddy Early In his country Anatole stories Harcourt, Brace, 

Knopf, 1989. Generation, 1966. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Jovanovich, 1993. 

1974.



Editor’s Note: Speaking of writing 
The following are 
excerpts from a What were some of the first books you read “* A lot of my poems come from the assign- 
recent interview by which live in your memory to this very day? ments I give my students in the poetry course I 

Friends member “+ That’s an easy one to answer: The Wizard of OO oe ee 
Trudy Barash with Oz, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and prises fe oe es see a anal 
author Nancy | Through the Looking Glass, the Andrew Lang Eee peters eee ne) Sia Bt BSS ote 
Willard. : ; ‘ your reader to see it afresh. For me, the way to 

| fairy tale books, The Princess and the Goblin, Ola : : : 
and Blakken, and a picture book I checked out nme abet fieonlinary zSiIO pale pounselé : 
over and over from our school library, When Wbabieibidke? L nd donde sneha bos font 
the Root Children Wake Up. (The library copy a os — ar _ eS 

— was in German. I think it was called Etwas von o : ne sas 7 
ETOAC tOn dar Wireelndern) phor—and the answer is the thing itself? 

a v | ane A I think, f Emily Dickinson has some wonderful riddle 
to write about | waren eee a ees uate poems. I think the first riddle that struck my 

the ordinary is to of the books you loved as a child. Ask yourself paren el Pt pies Googesiyrael 
ask yourself, what scenes or details you remember from : 
“What is it like?” those books. Then re-read them and notice In marble walls as white as milk, 

; what you forgot. Often what you remember Lined with a skin as soft as silk, y, 8 y 
has nothing to do with the plot. All I remem- Within a fountain crystal-clear, 
bered of the Princess and the Goblin was the A golden apple doth appear. 
heroine’s magic grandmother and her room in No doors are there to this stronghold, 
the tower at the top of the castle. Nothing of Yet thieves break in and steal the gold. 
the goblins, the dangers, the excitement, the THESAHGl FARO REHEAT niceel 
suspense. That told me how important atmo- ee pees Pade ENED ES 
sphere is when you're writing fantasy. In illustrations I did for The Good Night 
P What I loved about the Wizard of Oz from Blessing Book and The Alphabet of Angels and the 
fe moment! poled i up wee Dowey She new book, The Magic Cornfield, I try to do the 
Sane Oh ire Wiidweee eke traveled by same thing: make the familiar unfamiliar. With 

cyclone. I’d heard so many cyclone stories BO Ne chatige ihe ee ot scale. Seen 
from my grandmother, who grew up on a farm close up, the inside of a tulip can look as big as 
Hag ier a 8 your living room. I’ve known so many chil- 

My favorite moment in Through the Looking eeeniatiene seen paint when Beye yous 
Glass is the moment when the mirror melts an aie cee a ert Olden bempuse ey 

Uae ene hing farnili can’t draw things realistically enough. Those 
ON ee od eer Hey are the children who ask me, “How did you 
something ordinary can be the door to another : a 
GT HAT nn oer ADEN 1 HE. S make the pictures for those books?” These 

| By Be Bes VEL RPP San Boece books are for them. I tell them that all my 
that’s what I tried to do in the Anatole trilogy, 3 ; : ; 

sally Sailing to Cythera and Uncle Terribl illustrations were taken by available light, 
Sana tac pata “ceben Wk most of them in the house or in the yard with 
How do you explain your impulse to celebrate no flash and no special equipment. I tell them, 
the ordinary? I’m thinking of A Hardware there is not a picture in these books you 
Store as Proof of the Existence of God and yourself could not have taken. I encourage 
How to Stuff a Pepper, among other poems. them to take their own pictures and write 

about them. 
Will children in Madison recognize the 

background of one of the pictures in The Good 
Night Blessing Book? The picture on the left-



hand side of the last double spread includesa _ editor and her staff went out to dinner and 
poster from an exhibit about cows held several _ celebrated, with snow ice cream for dessert. 7 _ 

years ago in the Children’s Museum. (The snow had to be made; the trade depart- a - r ‘ : 
Hh 5 ment is located in San Diego.) a fa) mG 
ow does one develop an ear for irreverent, 7 

fanciful conversation? What should someone _Can you speak of the abiding spirits, ances- “4 p’ 
listen for to help shape a story or poem? tors, muses, which find their way in and ‘ 

* Llove listening to people talk, not simply for about pda Crone ware! ot 
what they say but for the way they say it—and — ¢ What is supernatural to one person may be 4 é 
for what they don’t say. A poem in Swimming perfectly natural to another. One of my aunts 
Lessons, “Coming to the Depot,” comes directly saw angels, and she would talk about them in About the i , 

c . eh e interviewer 
from a conversation I overhead on the trainas —_a very matter-of-fact way. My father’s sister 
it rolled into the Amtrak station in Detroit. could see events going on in distant places. Trudy Barash, 
“Roots” was inspired by the many conversa- She was living in Denver at the time her father proprietor of Canter- 
tions I had with a man who used to come died. He died during an emergency operation bury Booksellers; 
round our neighborhood selling vegetables out in Chicago, and she knew the moment he died | se on oo of 
of a truck. and saw it, in a kind of vision, I guess. | ae Coke OMe 

The book that’s coming out next fall, When the doctor told her, “Your father died Madcon libraries: 
Cracked Corn and Snow Ice Cream, started with after the surgery,” she said, “No, he died Canterbury sponsors a 
oral history. My sister and I drove out to the during the operation,” and she described the nationally prominent 
farm in Iowa to interview relatives we had not _ whole thing to him. And he said he didn’t reading series, which 
seen since we were children. But we remem- know how she’d gotten that information, but included Nancy 

bered their stories. Since these people were she had it right. Willard in 1995, and 

now very elderly, I wanted to save their stories A lot of her stories ended up in my novel, publishes its own 
so that other children would know what it was _ Things Invisible to See. | suppose some of the award-winning 
like to grow up ona farm in the Midwest sixty _ supernatural elements in Sister Water come newlevey ey 
or seventy years ago. It wasn’t just a question from this source, too, but more of it comes etic 
of gathering information. I wanted to save from the stories that have always fascinated 
those stories as I’d heard them, keeping the me about the Native Americans who lived in 
actual words of the speakers. Some of the best | Michigan and Wisconsin before the settlers 
stories came from one of my Wisconsin came—stories about shamans who can turn 
relatives, who told me about growing up ona __ themselves into animals and back again. 
dairy farm. I interviewed her in a nursing Last fall when I was teaching a poetry 
home in Pittsburgh. workshop on the Menominee reservation, I 

And you know, I couldn’t find anyone who __ loved the way the traditional stories of spirits 
wanted to publish those stories as a book. and ghosts and animals are entwined with 
Finally Diane D’Andrade at Harcourt Brace everyday life and enrich it. The invisible is 
said, “Why don’t you do the book as a never very far from the visible. 
farmer’s almanac, so there’s a context for the £ 3 i : 

stories?” Can you remember particular libraries which 
Sol t doi Hoa fare may have been meaningful during your 

Spent a year coing nerarey on taem~n8 childhood or as an adult writer? 
and almanacs. At the end of the material for : 
each month, there’s a section called “Voices,” # Oh, I have lots of stories about those. But 
and that’s where the stories appear . . . Jane I’m saving them for my speech. 
Dyer, who has done wonderful illustrations for 
the book, contributed her mother’s memories 
of growing up on a farm in Kansas. When the 
whole thing finally went to the printer, the



es The trust of a friend 
“My library 
was dukedom Or of the newest treasures in the Depart- The corrections, however, represented the 
1 h.” ment of Special Collections is more than linguistic and grammatical patterns of 1632, not 

ea three and a half centuries old. of an earlier time. Many of those changes were 
William Shakespeare The Second Folio of Shakespeare’s works, later rejected by modern editors, although more 
The Tempest published in 1632, is a gift to the UW-Madison __ than a third were retained. 
Act I, Scene II from Ann S. Nelson. She made the gift in All 1008 copies of the Second Folio were 

memory of her late husband, Harold “Bud” printed in 1632. Not all were bound or sold that 
Nelson, and to commemorate the retirement of — year, however. The title page for the volume 
Curator Emeritus John Tedeschi. was issued in 1641, but was dated 1632 to 

Just 1008 copies of the Second Folio of Mr. disguise questions about ownership of at least 
William Shakespeare's Comedies, Histories, and six plays, whose copyright was not clear at the 
Tragedies were printed 365 years ago. No time. 
modern census could be found indicating how King Charles I (1600-1649) is said to have 
many copies still exist. owned a copy of the Second Folio and was 

“Libraries have been a big part of our supposedly reading it as he was being led to his 
lives,” Nelson says. “This is the place where it execution. 
will be well cared for and appreciated.” Naturally, this particular volume has its own 

Commendatory poems by Ben Jonson and history apart from its origins. 
John Milton appear in the Second Folio. Nee in the margins throughout this copy 
Milton’s poem, “An Epitaph on the admirable were made by John Horne Tooke, an 
Dramaticke Poet, W. Shakespeare,” was eighteenth-century political agitator and 
published anonymously. Nevertheless, it has amateur linguist. He was considered one of the 
been confirmed as his first published English most effective English activists for parliamen- 
poem. It was written specifically for the tary reform and freedom of dissent in the late 
Second Folio. The Jonson poem was written eighteenth century. He was also among the first 
for the First Folio and was reprinted. to regard language as a product of historical 

The approximately 9-by-13 inch book, development rather than as a fixed structure. 
encased in a carefully crafted preservation box, 
is a page-for-page reprint of the First Folio 
[published in 1623]. What distinguishes the 

Second Folio from the First is 1600 emenda- 
tions in the text—corrections made by one or 

| more editors. 
“Someone corrected intelligently the errors 

in the First Folio,” notes UW-Madison English 
Professor Richard Knowles. “This is quite a 
treasure. Volumes have been written about the 

Second Folio.” ie 
The corrections made in the Second Folio a 

replaced words omitted by the printer in the = 
First Folio. They also adjusted Latin, French, == 
and Italian passages, corrected inconsistencies a _ 

and factual errors, and remedied rhyme and 3 
metrical errors. The changes were made with a = 

| purposeful ear for the rhythm and movement — 
of Shakespeare’s writing. a 5 

a 3



The book was inherited by Ann Nelson Nelson document the history of printing and 
from family friends, Earl and Aubrey Rich- publishing, one of the strengths in the Depart- 

mond of La Crosse. The Richmonds owned the _ ment of Special Collections. < 
National Gauge Company and sold it before “Bud could recite Shakespeare by the yard. Vy ) 
the stock market crash of 1929. He had a wonderful memory for great litera- ss 

Both the Nelsons shared an abiding interest _ ture,” recalls Nelson. “He kept a notebook full / | ) 
in language and literature with the previous of unusual spellings and notes on how lan- ie | 
owners. “The book is like a trust from a guage has changed through the generations ki Wai j 
friend,” says Nelson. “And I entrust it to the and centuries.” |= e =| 
libraries.” Bud’s interest in literature began during a V8 oo 

a hat idea was first suggested two-year wait to attend college while siblings sear! 
. serendipitously in a lecture given by were completing school. He read voraciously, Ken Frazier, director 

Knowles to the Friends of the UW-Madison committing passages and poetry to memory. of the General Library 
Libraries. In his presentation about Shakes- In 1986, he initiated the effort to bring | System, and Ann S. 

peare scholar Horace Furness, Knowles Pulitzer Prize-winning author Wallace Stegner Nelson. 
mentioned that this Folio was somewhere in back to the UW-Madison for an honorary 
Madison and “wouldn’t it be wonderful if that | doctorate after beginning a correspondence 
owner could be persuaded to give it to the with Stegner in 1984. 
libraries.” Nelson happened to be in the Ann found a poignant testament to her 
audience. husband’s love of language after Bud died. 

She has made other significant gifts to the In his wallet was a piece of paper, worn from 

libraries, two of which are especially notable— _ time and from being folded and unfolded 
De curationibus morborum per medicamenta . . . countless times. It was a list of poems he 
libri II (1565) by Dioscorides and Absalom and knew by heart. 

sree a ue - ma — = Ler meiesn Interview by Don Johnson 
pee peste Ores sd eiee Research by Susan Stravinski 

In memory of Harold ‘Bud’ Nelson 

P rofessor Harold “Bud” Nelson taught journalism and journalism law to generations of news 
reporters for 26 years, from 1955 to 1981, at the UW-Madison School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication. He was director of the school from 1966 to 1975. 
A native of Minnesota, Nelson earned his Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota. He joined 

the faculty here in 1955. 
Nelson was a leader in journalism education, serving as president of two national organiza- 

tions: the Association for Education in Journalism, and the American Association of Schools and 
Departments of Journalism. In addition, he had a national reputation for his research on legal 
and historical aspects of mass communication. His Law of Mass Communication remains one of the 
standard textbooks for media law studies. 

Before entering the Navy in 1941, he worked for six months in the public relations department | 
of Time magazine. After his discharge four years later, he went to work in advertising in a 
Minneapolis bank. A year later, he joined United Press in Minneapolis “at half the salary, but I 
liked the work better,” he said in a 1968 interview. 

Last year, a memorial resolution was passed by the UW-Madison Faculty Senate. In 
addition to a brief biography, the resolution says, “ . . . it is not only Bud’s writings or his 
classroom manner that his many friends will remember and surely miss. It is also his 
unfailingly good humor, modesty, and optimism. He was a person utterly without guile—a 
wonderful friend and colleague.”



Editor’s Note: One-to-one 
The Friends have 
begun a grant = I interact almost 40 hours a week with the In addition to maintaining specialized 
program to help 4. public ...in the trenches, you might say. collections, “smaller libraries also have moved 
campus libraries Although I rarely have time to sit in my office, quickly into new technologies that they see as 
continue to provide that’s fine. If I did I wouldn’t get to know my beneficial to their customers—new databases 
services that fill a clients.” and the World Wide Web. They are creating 
“margin of excel- This is how Jane Linzmeyer, head of the Web pages for one-room campus libraries 
lence.” This story Social Work Library, describes her work day. which can be accessed from the other side of 
describes the work of Although library staff across the University of the world,” Pfahler says. 
many small campus | Wisconsin-Madison campus echo these Probably the most distinguishing character- 

library programs | sentiments, they resound most often in some istic is personalized service. Although it is a 
that can benefit from | two dozen small campus libraries. These model for all campus librarians, no where is 
the specialized smaller libraries are an integral part of the this more evident than in these small opera- 
grants. university’s library system. tions. Many of the staff at smaller libraries say 

Librarians at these facilities provide special- _ they can provide public service especially well, 
ized service for students, faculty, and staff and that being small has its advantages. 
interested in such topics as geology, math, “The beauty of a small library is that you’re 
social work, astronomy, maps, biology, and small enough to establish a good rapport with 
space science. More than 45 libraries serve the your users,” says Elsa Althen, head librarian of 

campus—so many that users not interested in the Biology Library. 
maps, for example, do not know the campus Among the pioneers in e-mail reference on 
has a Map Library. campus, the Biology Library uses the service to 

They serve users in a variety of ways.Some build its relationship with users. Electronic 
services are mirrors of those at other librar- 
ies—interlibrary loans, document delivery, 
courtesy returns, access to the computer 

catalog, and teaching workshops on special- r) Longe 

ized journal and information databases. BL 

Not only must librarians in smaller libraries y 
know their own area of specialization, but y 
often they must help their library users tap _ 4 
into broader research areas on campus and Ze “yy fe vy 

around the world. They also must be knowl- wf a ee) e ip 
edgeable about all areas of library science: a ls “ 
collections, technical services, circulation, and ee . : 

reference, according to Sandy Pfahler, associate (jit 2 

director for member libraries of the General a 
| Library System. >~ 
| “These are not dusty little holes in the back : Pied 

| ofa classroom building,” says Pfahler. “Staff at ch 
| the small libraries get very excited about their man 

jobs.” : 
At the Geology Library “we collect in many 

areas. We have literature from more different g 
countries and in a wider range of languages g 
than most libraries our size,” reports head : 
librarian Marie Dvorzak. 5 

5



reference service, now offered through many “When it comes to journals and adding to |r e 
campus libraries, parallels telephone reference __ the collection, faculty input is invaluable,” says | “It’s not so much 
as a remote service, yet allows worldwide Linzmeyer. She also points out that the library about answering 

access. The Biology Library responds to can serve as an intermediary between students questions as 

questions ranging from endangered species to —_and faculty. enriching ways of 
where certain types of plants can be found. “Faculty members are especially crucial bene 
Questions have come from as far away as with student concerns. And we are in a unique 3 
Australia. position in which to link student concerns 
Me Kerndt, head librarian of the directly to the faculty,” adds Linzmeyer. 

Geography library located in Science | Itimately, staff at small libraries take their 
Hall, emphasizes personalized service. mission very seriously—helping mem- 

“We offer services similar to those of the bers of the campus community fill information 
larger libraries, but we can give specific help to needs, no matter how much effort it takes. 
students because we specialize in the knowl- “We train our staff to rarely say no to 
edge of a particular field,” says Kerndt. “We anything in terms of information. If we don’t 
do get the benefits of the larger system have the answer, someone else does, and we 

through the Electronic Library, but in the refer clients to those sources,” says Linzmeyer. 
smaller libraries students can get specific “Our students are who we run the library 
subject knowledge and more one-on-one for,” says Bunce. “We try and give them 
contact. These are the kinds of things youcan —_ wonderful rich experiences. It’s not so much 
do when things are more personal.” about answering questions as enriching ways 

Instruction goes on in all the libraries, but it of being.” 

is in the smaller libraries that one-on-one 
instruction is a hallmark of service. Joanne P. Waterbury, ‘97 

“This is a very exciting job. With so much 
material and so many questions asked I’m 
never bored for a minute. I’m available for 
reference 40 hours a week and I tend to get 
personally involved in every question,” says Friends initiate grant program for 
Linzmeyer. . e 

“We really value our students here,” campus libraries 

SONU ae —* _ Thirteen campus libraries this spring received 
fresh ideas all the time that we use. Things are : . 

: : 2 Friends grants totaling nearly $12,000. The 
very personal here; we all work together. hes ; 

i ; ; awards are the first in a new Friends grant 
At the Art Library caring for readers is the : ‘ si 
i ee i , aI program for campus libraries. Nineteen 

main priority, according to Director William eae j : 
; ‘ libraries submitted twenty-five proposals to 

Bunce. To do this, the Art Library staff mem- : 
eae ; compete for the first round of awards. Current 

bers focus on providing a collection that allows ee 
: priorities for the program focus on preserva- 

students to learn actively. For example, the : is , 
as tion, acquisition, and print access to collec- 

books they collect on printing teach students fiona. THE TGIIG IHRE riecla rece BAER nis 
hands-on how to illustrate, design, and bind ons: eo Ee 8 i 
books. Kohler Art Library ($2,250) 

“We hope that this is the kind of library that To provide final payment for the new and 
asks of its readers more questions than it much celebrated 34-volume, $8000 Grove 

answers,” says Bunce. Dictionary of Art. 
It is not only the students’ input that is 

important though. The faculty have a great 
influence on the library as well.



British and American Humanities Preservation-Memorial Library ($735) 
Bibliographer-Memorial Library ($750) To purchase a vacuum cleaner with a high- 
To develop and print a brochure describing efficiency particulate air filter. The Preserva- 
holdings in fine printing and the book arts, tion Department deals primarily with brittle 
which would include the Private Press Collec- _ materials replete with dust, rotting leather, 
tion, fine printing in the Kohler Art Library, and mold spores. Effective vacuuming will 
and items in the general collections. help protect staff and users by reducing dust 

Geography Library ($750) season 
To support a pilot project to preserve up to Reference-Memorial Library ($550) 
fifteen large atlases and books essential for To purchase World Authors 1900-1950 and an 
teaching and research in the history of cartog- up-to-date French language encyclopedia, both 
raphy. interdisciplinary items with special value for 
Geology Library ($469) undergraduate education. 

To purchase a vacuum cleaner designed Silver Buckle Press ($750) 
specifically for cleaning books in the stacks, To produce a general brochure describing this 

| especially important for the preservation of working letterpress museum. 

| cides mataticls Social Science Bibliographer-Memorial 
| Library School Lab/Library ($750) Library ($750) 

To purchase a descending platform book truck To purchase copies of two weekly German 
| as part of a renovation of the public services newspapers published at the center of events 

area, which will help preserve books that during the re-unification of Germany in 1989- 
could otherwise be damaged ina regular drop 90. Memorial Library has long been known for 
box. its primary and secondary materials in the area 

Memorial Library Management Group ($400) it So) mustony, especially in the areas of 
: ; trade unions and socialism. 

To hire and train student workers to vacuum 
areas of the Memorial Library stacks that have Special Collections ($1350) 
been identified as priorities for cleaning, a To purchase a fax machine/scanner that will 
basic preservation practice that extends the life enhance the acquisition of rare books and 
of older materials. other special collections and to encourage use 
Mills Music Library ($1500) of Special Collections. To purchase plexiglass 

To ate oon Eller cay altcavialet chiclas sheets that help in displaying our rare items. 
Dar tetris Re a : To purchase a vacuum for preservation work. 

for fluorescent lights. The lights are in a locked 
| cage area where 240,000 unique items are Southeast Asia Bibliographer-Memorial 

stored. The shields will protect materials from Library ($750) 
| harmful ultraviolet rays. Another grant To fund a microfilm purchase of materials on 
| provides support to hire and train student progressive and social movements in 
| workers to clean and vacuum the collections. Southeast Asia, which are not owned by any 

US. institution. This particular collection 
covers Indonesia in which the libraries have 
a strong collection.



Dictionaries: English & American Lexicography to 1900 ay 

ae Department of Special Collections is hosting an exhibit on dictionaries tied to the eleventh — 

biennial meeting of the Dictionary Society of North America. The conference, May 29-31, is 4 

being hosted by The Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE) at the UW-Madison. | oe . 
Guest curators are George Goebel, Roland Berns, and Mary Jo Heck, all of DARE. The show in | " \ 

the Department of Special Collections, 976 Memorial Library, continues until summer 1997. | “4 
Hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. | j 

CaN 
Silver Buckle Press offers Exquisite Horse rl AYP r 

te nationwide efforts of thirty-two contemporary book artists and letterpress printers has ees \ 

come together in an elaborate exquisite corpse project coordinated by the UW-Madison : See 
Silver Buckle Press. Like its Printer’s Exquisite Corpse published in 1992, the array of prints depict Engraving of Samuel 
parts of a body, in this case a horse. Johnson, 1787, 

Each artist designed and printed 100 copies of either a head or a tail of a four-footed author of A 
animal, usually a horse. Along with letterpress, other techniques used in the project include Dictionary of the 

Seve, : English Language, 
rubber stamp, laser printing, linocut, and collage. | 

E ie i : é i | 1755, Department of 
Some artists used paper handmade specifically for this project. In fact, one included pieces Special Collections 

of a silk horseless carriage duster in the paper. One of the sets has movable parts. part of an exhibition 
The boxed prints, each 7 1/2 by 11 inches, may be arranged and reconfigured to create in the Department of 

hundreds of combinations. Label and title sections were printed by the Silver Buckle Press. Special Collections 
Other than size, the only specification was that the section match up in the middle with (see story this page). 

those of the other printers and that at least part of each image was produced by letterpress. 
The concept of an exquisite corpse was first popularized by Surrealists in France and Germany 
in the 1930s. 

Sets are assembled in a many-colored drop-spine box measuring 16 inches long, 11.75 

inches wide, and 1 inch high. Each set contains thirty-three images. 

Sixty copies are available at $850 each. For more information, contact the Silver Buckle Press 
at 236 Memorial Library, 728 State St. Madison, WI 53706, phone: (608) 263-4929. 

EXQUISITE Horse ies | 

pap = RFs .



1996 Honor Roll 

. W: are grateful to the donors and Friends of UW-Madison Libraries. To help sustain its 
by activities, the General Library System needs more, dedicated Friends. If you are interested in 

4 : ; | joining the Friends, please write to the Friends of the University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries, 
‘ 728 State Street, Madison, WI 53706, or call (608) 265-2505. 

a : The Friends engage in two types of activities: educational—including lectures, newsletters, 
: and exhibition catalogs—and fund raising to support library projects that would not otherwise 

be possible. 
Emeritus Professor Membership brings with it circulation privileges in the libraries and complimentary copies of 
Lenore Landry various Friends publications. 
recently contributed 

$47,500 fo the Re Daniel Albert Thomas Brock Gerald R. and Barbara G. Eggleston 
Madison Libraries “to Fale 2 

ne James A. Andersen Benjamin and Susan Brooks Jane Eisner 

facilitate eee 0 Wilmer and Rita Anderson and Family Janet S. Ela 

liietrene Ties of all A. Roy and Patricia C. Anderson Jane Bruere Leon and Shirley Epstein 

kinds.” Landry, who John A. Archer, Jr. Susan Brynteson Eileen Ewing 

spent her teaching Cathleen Arnold Barbara C. Buenger Gretchen Farwell 

career in the UW- Elizabeth Askey Charles Bunge Mary Pat and Michael Feifarek 
Extension, is a strong Caryl Askins Stephen and Amy Burnett Janet A. Fisher 

advocate of outreach Eric and Lynn Bach Sargent and Cynthia Bush Kenneth P. Fishkin 

programs (Messenger, Mary D. Bailin Stephen J. Butts Harold F. Ford 

Spring 1996). “So | Nancy K. Baillies Donnis de Camp Karin L. Fox 

much is needed to Bernice A. Balicki Robert L. Cannon, Jr. Helene A. Frank 

share information Tino Balio Frederic Cassidy Lowell E. Frautschi 

statewide,” she says. Trudy and Harvey Barash Robin S. Chapman Mr. and Mrs. Walter Frautschi 

“The libraries can Kate Barbash Freda K. Charp Kenneth Frazier 

help do that. | feel Joyce J. Bartell Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Cheetham Susan and Carl Fredrickson 

that a gift to the Beverly G. Bassin Gilbert W. Church Richard and Judith Fuller 

libraries is a gift to the James L. Baughman Frank Clover Max D. Gaebler 

entire university and, Stanley and Isabel Beck William and Nora Cole Bonnie L. Gebhart 

for that matter, to the Theresa and David Beck-Engel Patricia R. Connors Patricia A. Geidel 

es f Sp Joanne E. Becker Barbara A. Correll Irene Geller 

ee. Samantha L. Becker Barbara and Joseph Corry William Gempeler 

Anita Been Michael G. Cotter Genevieve S. Gersbach 

Dale and Anna Bender Lynn T. Courtenay Anita F. Gilner 

Todd K. and Patricia Bender James C. Cox Scott and Julie Girard 

Sally and Joe Benforado J. Cymerman and Elaine Craig Gary L. Gisselman 

Doris A. Bennett Mary and E. David Cronon Martha Glowacki 

Maurice and Sybil Better Nancy E. Fey and William J. Cronon Janice F. Goldblum 

Kay L. Biernasz Ann and James Crow Richard A. Gonce 

Kris A. Bina Jim and Nancy Dast Michael S. Goodman 

Rebecca Birkholz Robert and Lois Davis Leslie Hasker and 

Martha Blalock Cora Davison J. Kevin Graffagnino 

Susan DeWitt Bodemer Michelle M. De Salvo Ted and Peggy Green 

Margaret L. Booth H. William Dean Carol A. Gurtz 

Barbara Ann Borman Dianna and Dominic DeGiusti Adrienne E. Hacker Daniels 

Joan Box Mary and William DeHaven Nelly Halzen 

Virginia Boyd Gene Dewey Ruby Hannon 

| Ann and Paul Boyer John and Mary Ann Dillon Mrs. Gerald J. Hansen 

Charlotte and Benito Brancaforte James S. Donnelly, Jr. Stacey Harper 

Erik Breilid Jeffrey P. Dormer Marjorie S. Harris 

Mary A. Brennan Robert and Nancy Dott Turner and Mary Harshaw 

| Frances L. Bright William and Alexandra Dove Phillip and Sydney Harth 

Susan A. Brinson Patricia and John Duffie Denise L. Hartsough



Hatheway and Arthur Hasler Beatrice and Leon Lindberg Gretchen Pfankuchen 

David and Loni Hayman Ruth H. Lokken Allan R. Phillips | 

Margaret H. Hediger Kathleen and James Luljak Evan and Jane Pizer 

Jack and Nancy Heiden Anne Lundin John and Nancy Pollock re a 

Jan Behn and David Henige Mary Lydon Ann H. Pollock J" wae 

K. Louise Henning Louis and Jane Maher Carol J. Poore eS ea 

Thomas Higgins Bruce B. Makar Nolan and Katarina Pope ' ae 

Frances J. Highsmith Douglas Albregts and Art and Betty Pope vy; 

Joan Braune and R. Tod Highsmith Melisa Martiny Frederick Kelcz and Sheryl Popuch Pe 

Stuart and Toni Holden Melissa Ann McAfee Thomas Pribek BF fey 

Mark Bernstein and Tracy Honn Debra McAuliffe-Neuens Lee and Peggy Price ¥ 

Frank Horlbeck Marie McCabe Timothy W. Pritchard 

Arthur O. Hove Susan Pearsall and David McCarthy Carol T. Prugh French Professor Mary 
Herbert and Evelyn Howe Nancy A. McClements Christine and Paul Prusiner Lydon gave one of the 
Diane Hubler Elizabeth and Richard McCoy Timothy Radelet Friends lectures this 
John D. Hultkrans Jean McKenzie Marsha L. Rather spring. Her topic was 
Jane C. Hutchison Marjorie Kreilick McNab Estate of Josephine Ratner Serendipity and 
Yvonne Hyde Marilee and Austin McSweeny Helen and Charles Read Toponymy: Reading 

Joan and Jim Hyer Gilbert V. Melendrez Lorraine E. Reeve Madison Like a Book. 

Douglas Kelly and Sandra Ihle Karen R. Meyer Deborah Reilly 

Judith A. Jackson Margaret and James Michna Susan Horwitz and Thomas Reps 

Elaine Scheer and John Jackson Kristin Visser and Jerry Minnich Barbara and Gary Richards 

Mary Pertzborn and David Jenkins Faith B. Miracle Walter and Jean Rideout 

Telise E.M. Johnsen Christine C. Mlot Daniel F. Ring 

Mary and Douglas Johnson Michael J. Mohr Louise and Orville Robbins 

Donald and Debra Johnson Charles B. Monroe Eve Robillard 

Joan and Milo Jones Morris Morchan Robert and Eleanor Rodini 

James W. Jones George L. Mosse Alexander and Andrea Rolich 

Edward M. Judge Eleanor B. Mulvihill Gary and Jill Rosenshield 

Miriam B. Kahn Mary Lou Munts Gaspare J. Saladino 

Janice and John Kaminski Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Murphy Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schauer 

Mrs. Louis Kaplan Tom and Molly Murray Douglas H. Schewe 

Ruth W. Kearl Robert and Inaam Najem Frederick G. Schmidt 

Karen B. King Caryn L. Navy Kathryn K. Schmitt 

Robert Kingdon Ann S. Nelson Luanne H. von Schneidemesser 

Steven J. Kirschner John Neu Yvonne Schofer 

Christopher Kleinhenz Maurice F. Neufeld Eugene P. Schuh 

Barbara Klotz Mary E. Newberry Brian G. Schultz 

Randall N. Knibbs Lorna R. Newman Henry and Henryka Schutta 

John N. Koch Edie Newman Carolyn Schwartz 

Lawrence L. Kohn Tom Garver and Natasha Nicholson Ellen Louise and Howard Schwartz 

George Koski Pamela K. Niebauer Paul M. Wolff and Rhea S. Schwartz 

Jere L. Krakow Joan Niebauer Barbara F. Schweger 

Joan and James Krikelas Beth M. Nienow Merton Sealts, Jr. 

Margaret J. Krueger Diane H. Norback Susan Searing 

Myron G. Kuhlman Linda O'Gara Domenico and Annamaria Sella 

Ruth M. Kurtz Paula and Russell Panczenko Alexander Senchyna 

Margaret S. Lacy Robert B. Parham S.R. and Susheela Seshadri 

Peter Barton and Anne Lambert George Parker J. Thomas Shaw 

John R. Lampe Janet and Lucas Parsch Jeremy and Ann Shea 

Lenore Landry Gary and Sandra Paske Blanche and Marcus Singer 

Renee Lang Mr. and Mrs. William H. Patch Mark E. Smith 

Ullrich Langer Steve Scheibel and Jane Pearlmutter Lois K. Smithies 

Elsie M. Lapinski Bernard Galgoci and Robert M. Snader 

Lewis and Judith Leavitt Martha Peterson ellsworth snyder 

Hazel L. Lehmann Kristine Pettersen T. J. and Mary Sobota | 

Fannie LeMoine Sandra J. Pfahler Glenn and Cleo Sonnedecker



Marion Bennett Sorensen CORPORATE & FOUNDATION Meredith Gregg 

Beverly J. Speich MATCHING GIFTS Denise Griffith 

Betsy M. Sprouse : Half Price Books 

Dan Standiford isis esea Fund Mrs. Williard A. Hanna 

Ip Marsha J. Stevenson Temple-Inland Foundation Michael S. Harper 

. Prudence J. Stewart A 5 Lori Hayward 
Friends of the R ; University League ‘ 

: a ebecca J. Stimson : Anne Helsley-Marchbanks 

libraries at a Garden Susan H. Stravinski Wiens Hower and Jost Hermand 

Party: Natasha Tom and Eileen Sutula pent Foundation Phillip Herring 

Nicholson and Howard A. Sweet Actua aoen David Hestad 

ellsworth snyder. Mitchell P. Tasman GIFTS-IN-KIND Peggy L. Hintzman 
Mary Kay Taylor (Gifs oe Matenals) Vance T. Holliday 

John and Anne Tedeschi Walter Holthaus 

Scott M. Tenney James H. Abbs Yu-Min Huang 

Waltraud Tepfenhardt Jane Anderson Virginia and Dave Huber 

Jean and John Tews Sandra M. Arfa Barbara Husseini 

Gerald and Priscilla Thain Robert and Wanda Auerbach Nils Ingwersen 

William C. Thiesenhusen Betsy Bendrick Iranian Poetry Night Group 

Joseph R. Thome Roy A. Berg Robert Jeanne 

James C. Thompson Leslie Ann Blacksberg Shiang C. Jih 

JoAnn Tiedemann Drew Boileau Charles O. Jones 

Mary L. Tipton Borders Book Shop Karen Kaether 

Dan and Char Tortorice James Braatz Subash Kak 

John and Carol Toussaint Jeff Braden Lucetta and Howard Kanetzke 

Todd H. Toussaint Joyce E. Bromley Malcolm Kelsall 

Delourise Trakel Barb Brumley Rosemary A. Kenny 

Yi-Fu Tuan Ann Burgess Linda Kiesgen 

Jerry and Mary Tucker Ria and Glen Cain Christopher Kleinhenz 

Charlane J. Tygum David Canon Richard Knowles 

Lorin A. Uffenbeck Paul P. Carbone Linda Knox 

Jane M. Vanderlin-Pors Joy Cardin Diane Kostecke 

Takis and Eileen Vandoros The Daily Cardinal March Laumer 

James N. Ver Hoeve Kelly Cherry Vernon D. Leibbrandt 

Constance M. Von Der Heide Rouben C. Cholakian Ken Lerner 

Richard B. Vowles Barbara and Joseph Corry Herbert S. Lewis 

Richard D. and Margaret K. Walker Melvin Croan Jeff Louden 

Gregory and Rochelle Wanner Donald Crowe Georgiana Lowe 

Thompson and Diana Webb Bonnie Cubalchini Hank Lufler 

Nancy and John Webster Suzan Dabisch Corinne Magnoni 

Elwyn and Evelyn Weible Jaleh Daie Jessica Malmstadt 

Howard Weinbrot Le Huu Dan Menahem Mansoor 

Stuart Rojstaczer and Holly Welstein Jim and Nancy Dast Steve Marly 

Richard C. West Mary Devitt Helen Marsh 

| Wayne and Shirley Wiegand John and Mary Ann Dillon Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. McKinty 

Joseph Wiesenfarth Jerry Doll Robert Metzenberg 

Nancy Wilcox James S. Donnelly, Jr. Chuck Mistretta 

John and Shirley Wilde Loretta Dornisch Monatshefte 

Michele M. Wiley Dorothy B. Drives Brian Montgomery 

Paul H. Williams Peter Eisinger Wesley T. Mott 

Bill and Daisy Williamson Howard S. Erlanger Erik Nelson 

Elizabeth and Thomas Woll Elizabeth Evanson Kim G. Nilsson 

Jane H. Wood Evey Fleming Lynn Nyhart 

Josephine O. Woodbury Michael Fox James A. O’Brien 

David and Rosalind Woodward Al Friedman Meg Parker 

Harold and Charlotte Woolf Department of German, University L. M. Passano 

Susan Yost of Wisconsin-Madison Paul’s Book Store 

Dan and Irene Zimmerman Linda Gorchels Timothy Paustian



Stanley G. Payne GIFTS TO THE DEPARTMENT Mary Harshaw 

Bert G. Penn OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS David Hayman > e 

Rosemary Ryan Petersen Joyce E. Brome Loni Hayman i a 

Liese Pfeifer Lege eS Tod Highsmith . 
: Jane M. Bruére We 

Tad Pinkerton 2 Dennis Hill F 4 
Sargent and Cynthia Bush ee z 

Angela Powell Se ee ae Megumi Hirai ; 
Biruté Ciplijauskaité . : - 2 

Jane S. Ragsdale , Gyéngyi Holtan Lois Thies and Gene 
Chelluri N.R. Herbert E. Craig Finn Horlbeck _ 

SoM eae Jim and Nancy Dast Tan OE Dewey, longtime 
Joy K. Rice as Art Hove employees of the 

A William F. Fry 2 
Joel Robbin Victor Hilts Joan Jones libraries who have 
David F. Robinson Hugh Iltis Milo Jones also been members of 

ns Menachem Mansoor Bee eee the Friends, retired 
Alexander E. Ronnett Chris Kleinhenz | fi 

Mary Lou Munts i i ast year atter a 
Ben Rusy Bill Kniffen . 

Ann S. Nelson : combined total of 
Ruth Sandor ae Linda Krueger 

William G. Reeder more than 60 years of 
Akua Sarr Anne Lambert é 

Seed Merton M. Sealts, Jr. service. 
Department of Scandinavian 4 Ron Lofman 

: ee Josephine Woodbury 
Studies, University of : Mary Lydon 

4 & Valdis J. Zeps or 
Wisconsin-Madison Gabriele M. Zu Rhein Jerry Minnich 

Kay Schoenherr ‘ John Neu 

Marie Schwanengel Paula Panczenko 

Marsha Seltzer MEMORIALS Rosanna Patch 

S.R. and Susheela Seshadri Eileen Yaple Arnold William Patch 

Bette Sheehan Derek Walker Louis Pitschmann 

Marc Silberman John P. Herling Carol Poquette 

Laura Smail Louis Kaplan Deborah Reilly 

Stevens S. Smith Vincent F. Kubly Nyssa Reilly 

Diane Soles Ruth Toms Kay Revercomb 

Sheila Spear Bernice S. Rissman 

James D. Steakley 1996 VOLUNTEERS Martha Romberg 

sieve): Stern Kathleen Adler Jill Kesengtield 

ek oo fen = oe ; e Although every 

UhenLe: Orale Patricia Bender aon eee effort is made to 
John Strasma Todd Bender Gaspare Saladino é let 

Kelley Strawn Gynthia Benevenca Henryka Schutta UISUTE COMICS 

David Sulman a Beniomds 8 Craig Sines nee and accuracy, 
Walter Sundstrom 3 Karon Smith omissions and 

1 Connie Blanchard f 
David Tarr Joan Box ellsworth snyder errors sometimes 

John B. Threlfall eathersne Brock Jennifer Stibitz occur. If your name 

Buse oes - ‘Tom Brock Mary Streveler has been mis- 

Unyeriyy Boo : tore: Cynthia Bush Barbara Swan spelled orinad- 

University of Wisconsin Press Jean Chan Lisa Tappeiner fenth itted 

Janet K. Vandevender Olive ant Anne Tedeschi vertee onu ed) 

Julius Vogel jefe croc John Tedeschi please notify the 

Michael and Jane Voichick Pat Css Artem Terekhou staff in the Office 

Karen Walsh Sue Thieben of External Rela- 
Ann Crow 7 

Walter G. Wartolec fio ae John Tortorice tions, General 

Joan Weckmueller feenioennis Carol Toussaint Library System, 

Margaret Fink Wilber John Toussaint 
: Gene Dewey i. 728 State Street, 

Jeffrey Wills Deborah Diller Todd Toussaint Madi WI 

Wisconsin Center for Film and fane Bisner Richard Urban | eee 

Theater Research Sucin Finan Ed Van Gemert | 53706, phone 608) 
M. Crawford Young Ginny Yuska 262-2566. 

Helene Frank 
Karl Zangerle : 

E Ken Frazier 
Ann Zanzig = 

Bonnie Gartner 
Alexander Zaporozec 5 

Genevieve Gersbach 
Betty Zeps



The Exquisite Horse (1997) 

—— ] et ate The Silver Buckle Press has coordinated the efforts of thirty-two printers 

ett _ sey | OS : from across the country to create a delightful collaborative body of 

Ay . ¥ . | ff i work. For The Exquisite Horse, artists created and printed independent 

se limited edition prints for just one section of a body that match up in the 

: - Boe bal middle—like the Surrealists. The prints, housed in a many colored drop- 

2 ® , =—S spine box, can be mixed and matched to create hundreds of 

i poe ee Mate combinations. Only sixty copies are available (see story inside). 
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